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	Cisco Security Professional's Guide to Secure Intrusion Detection Systems, 9781932266696 (1932266690), Syngress Publishing, 2003
This book presents a combination of intrusion detection systems (IDS) and security theory, Cisco security models, and detailed information regarding specific Cisco-based IDS solutions. Cisco Security Professional’s Guide to Secure Intrusion Detection Systems also serves as a guide for security administrators studying for the Cisco Secure Intrusion Detection Systems Exam (CSIDS 9EO-100).

	Review Intrusion Detection Systems: Find coverage of the basic threats and attack types, as well as an overview of the various types of intrusion detection.
	Learn About Cisco Intrusion Detection: Explore the nuts and bolts behind a Cisco-based IDS system, covering both Cisco’s “Active Defense” and “Defense in Depth” methodologies.
	Install the Cisco IDS appliances on your network and learn about password recovery.
	Install the Cisco Secure Policy Manager (CSPM): Review the Cisco IDS management, install CSPM, and learn about the Web-based management tool set that handles the Cisco sensor.
	Configure the Sensor Appliance: Configure the sensor appliance, SSH, and event logging. Learn how to restore defaults and update your signature files.
	Configure the IDSM Sensor: Explore the installation, configuration, and management of the IDSM sensor when installed in the Cisco 6500 series switch chassis.
	Master IDS Signatures and Alarms:  Review the use of alarms and Cisco signatures and configure signature parameters.
	Configure Cisco Blocking:  Protect the network by blocking threats to your network security.
	Capture Network Traffic: Configure the switch to provide the mirrored traffic that the IDS sensor needs to watch over the network.
	Review Cisco Firewall/IDS IOS: Learn how to configure the IDS signatures and find out the limitations of the IOS-based version of IDS.
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Renaissance and Reformation: Almanac Edition 1.Gale, 2002
School Library Journal : "Complementary approaches to an important era in European history.  The topically organized Almanac offers an ample overview describing the social, political, scientific, and religious environment that led to the Renaissance and Reformation...The Saaris' Renaissance will be a top choice for...

		

Nanoalloys: From Fundamentals to Emergent ApplicationsElsevier Limited, 2013

	Nanoalloys: From Fundamentals to Emergent Applications presents and discusses the major topics related to nanoalloys at a time when the literature on the subject remains scarce. Particular attention is paid to experimental and theoretical aspects under the form of broad reviews covering the most recent developments. The book is...


		

Alan Simpson's Windows Vista BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
What's new in Windows Vista? Everything.
    

 Be among the first to master the much-anticipated new Microsoft Windows Vista operating system. From bestselling author Alan Simpson comes the Alan Simpson's Windows Vista Bible, and it's packed with the comprehensive detail you need to get the most out of this exciting new...





	

Windows PowerShell 3.0 First StepsMicrosoft Press, 2013

	
		Gary said nearly everything I wanted to include in the Introduction. I designed this book for the complete beginner, and you should therefore read the book from beginning to end. If you want a more reference oriented book, you should check out my PowerShell Best Practices books, or even PowerShell 3.0 Step by Step. Actually, the Step...



		

Electrical Craft Principles, 5th Edition, Volume 2 (Iee)Institution of Engineering and Technology, 2008
The two volumes of 'Whitfield's Electrical Craft Principles' have been substantially revised and updated in 2008, reflecting changes in practice and legislation (e.g. 'BS 7671/IEE Wiring Regulations 17th Edition'). Volume 2 has new material to accompany course changes. The volumes are presented in a new format, are highly illustrated and contain...


		

QuickBooks 2014 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Take control of the books and keep your finances in the black with QuickBooks and For Dummies


	With over four million of his books in print, CPA and perennial bestselling For Dummies author Stephen L. Nelson knows how to make QuickBooks and basic accounting easy for the rest of us. Small business owners,...
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